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About This Content

From elegant warriors to mystical spell-weavers, Fantasy Heroine Character Pack is filled with powerful ladies ready to both
lead and support your party. Whether you’re looking for a mysterious elf or an mischievous fox spirit, this pack is a must-have!

Features:

8 walking character sprites

104 front-facing battlers (static, 13 variations per character)

12 side-view battlers (animated, with variations for 4 characters)

8 facesets, with emotions

64 portrait bust images (8 busts per character, with emotions)

BONUS: 15 pieces of large-scale full-character artwork (1-2 variations per character)
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The only reason I purchased this was it was included in a discounted bundle during the 2017 winter sale. Has a lot of well
designed and cute female characters I probably will never use unless I am making a game with female-only heroines.. It'd be
nice if they got some fainted character sprites for some scenes, but apart from that, it's pretty good.. Super cute and varied
character designs. The artwork is very nice and works well with the RTP characters as well as the Cover Art pack. I did find a
slight pixel error with one of the walking sprites but that was a .2 second fix in photoshop.. It's basically x8 cat-girls as
characters, as enemies, and some busts if you use busts. It's a lot of money for some art, but the art is good and it's what I
wanted as I am going to use them as unique bosses for my game.

It's all in how you see value if this is going to be something you want or not, for me it works so I am happy. I do wish these
packs came with supportive extra enemies, some audio or something, but this pack does not, just so you know if you were
hoping for some.
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